“Lightbearer Emblem”

The emblem of the “Science Of Being” is a representation of three six-pointed stars, one within the other, and a central
balanced cross. The six-pointed is the Star of Wisdom; the three stars, one within another, Wisdom on the Three Planes
– Physical, Mental and Spiritual.
The six rays of the outer star have the appearance of Wings, the feathers of which are Magnetic Vibrations – They stand
for Life Energy.
Two interlaced equilateral triangles, forming the Seal of Solomon (Wisdom, Equilibrium, Male and Female Principles
combined as one), make the second six-pointed star. A circular halo representing Mental Vibrations surrounds it.
The six rays, perfect triangles, also each one representing creation on three planes, stand for the six cycles of humanity’s
evolution, often allegorically called the six days of creation.
The lowest ray of the Star expresses the first day-the separation of light from darkness, the discrimination through
Understanding between right and wrong.
To the right, the next ray shows the creation of water and the firmament, which means energy, becomes active under the
impulse from above.
The third or lower left ray shows the creation of the dry land, with its plant life – Fundamental Principles manifested, with
the first sign of life activity.
The fourth or upper right ray shows the appearance of the Sun, Moon, and Stars, Universal Powers becoming discernible,
while the fifth day opposite shows the creation of birds and other forms of Lower animal life, symbolizing mind progressing
through knowledge of Human-Laws in its enfoldment until it is able to soar above the Earth.
The top ray of the six-pointed star shows the creation (unveiling) of Man in the Image of the Creative Principle Itself. His
head and shoulders are visible. His right and left hands, powers to give and receive, extend across the birds and the sun.
His feet (fundamental activities) separate the globes of Light and Darkness. The man is crowned and haloed with Rays of
Light (Knowledge), and his six great wings (sustaining Life Energy), spread out on all sides, forming the first six-pointed
star of Magnetic Vibrations. The central six-pointed star covering the body (Inner Activities) of man, is made of flashes of
lightning which emanate from the center, forming a small balanced Cross.
Written by Eugene Fersen

“May The Flame Of Love Always Light Your Path”
~ Next Generation Lightbearers ~

